International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials
Minutes
IAPMO – Orange - Empire Chapter

April 14, 2011

Chairman: Doug Fredericksen (Absent)
Vise Chairman: Jimmy Baker (Present)
Secretary: Jonathon Baker (Present)
Treasure: Kurt Bramstedt (Present)

1. Jimmy Baker brought meeting to order at 12:18 PM.
   a. Pledge of Allegiance was lead by Mike Obiechain.
   b. Representatives from the following B&S Jurisdictions were in attendance:
      • None
   c. 11 total attendees
2. Minutes:
   a. The March, 2011 minutes were read by Jonathon Baker and approved
3. Treasures Report:
   a. Kurt Bramstedt reported that the chapter has a balance of $786.20 and approved.
4. Correspondence:
   a. None
5. Announcements:
   a. UPPA will have its next meeting on April 16, 2011 at the Golden Sail in Long Beach and will start at 8:00 AM.
   b. ASPE will have its next meeting on April 27, 2011 speaking will be Kurt Bramstedt and Rod Furbone of Charlotte going over the differences of cast iron and thermo plastic.
   c. May 6,2011 ASPE will be having a golf tournament
6. Old Business:
   a. Fireplace green or not. Still not decided
7. New Business:
   a. None
8. Code Questions:
   a. None
9. Program Speaker:
   b. Will be discussing the changes to the 2010 California Plumbing code.
c. Chapter 4 clarifies the approval for waterless urinals, removes the requirement of additional employee restrooms in large restaurants, changes standards for thermostatic mixing of hot water at certain fixtures, removes a footnote for unisex restroom being ok for 10 customers and 4 employees in a food service facility and changes occupant load and factoring of required fixtures. HOWEVER, CA modifications replace the occupant load and factoring by restoring Table A that the UPC removed.

d. Chapter 2 adds definitions for: bonding jumper and grounding electrode for gas lines; bathroom group and half bath; and public use “fixtures”.
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e. Chapter 5 replaces the definition of water heaters from equipment to appliance, adds additional limitations to maximum size of combined vents, requires primer be use on plastic piping joints used for appliance vents according to the appliance manufacturer, and limits offsets in common vents to 18 times the diameter of the common vent in inches.

f. We would like to thank Jimmy for a very informative presentation.

10. Raffle prizes were donated by:
   a. None.

11. Next month’s meeting will be held on May 12, 2011. Meeting adjourned at 1:51 PM, see you next month.